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A Turkish plagiarism detection and prevention software provider company seeks business partners to 
distribute its software program. Testing digital academic publications by a plagiarism detection program in 
Europe is mandatory due to regulations and ethical rules. The software is fully working with excellent 
graphics that determine the originality of the document in Latin alphabet. 
 
 
Turkish company is looking for commercial agency agreements for a specific territory (or territories). 
Software companies / selling agencies are welcomed. Software program is used to check academic 
materials against unethical copying, reproducing or changing. Program is a web-based plagiarism detection 
and reporting software specialized to detect many types of plagiarism: - Reproduction: Take someone else's 
work directly and show it as your own work. - Copying: Copy some of the other works directly and add them 
to your own work. - Copy but Change: Copy the text from another source and insert it in your own text with 
minor changes. - Mosaic: To prepare a new study by combining studies from multiple sources. - Self 
Plagiarism: Copying from a work of his own that he had done before. The software program can detect 
plagiarism in 3 steps with easy-to-use interface and you can get an immediate report. Cloud-based 
application allows to conclude the test of a plagiarism within minutes. Clients can use the system without any 
limitation such as document type or number of documents. The program is already on the market with full 
working version and covers 90% of the Turkish publication market; tests the originality of documents in 
Turkey's largest digital scientific database . Software program is available for European publications. It is 
easy to add new publications to scan in a specific territory. 
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